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Ten years ago….
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Average EV of 
companies in 
sample

Sources: Accenture Research Disruptability Index, Capital IQ; Oxford Economics; OECD; IDC; Forbes; RegData; CB Insights; Fortune; S&P Index; Core vulnerabilities are identified based on the indicators where the sector scores in the top quartile for susceptibility to future disruption. For Banking, these are: COGS/Rev var., capital efficiency avg., 
investment in advanced technology, future value proportion, SG&A/Rev var., and Trapped Value proportion ;Total sample = 3,629; sample sizes range between 555 and 21, with an average of 181 companies per industry.
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Susceptibility to Future Disruption

Median: 0.57

Median: 0.51

Typical trend

Viability Volatility

Durability Vulnerability

Disruption remains high but susceptibility to future 
disruption is lower as industries are often in state of 
disruption, requiring constant innovation

VIABILITY VOLATILITY

Industries that are currently experiencing a significant 
period of disruption as indicated by the performance of 
incumbents and / or the level of penetration of disruptors

See low levels of disruption today, and relatively low levels 
of susceptibility to future disruption. These are often 
mature industries with structural incumbent advantages

DURABILITY
industries with a higher level of susceptibility to future 
disruption exhibiting productivity challenges due to structural 
efficiency challenges or relatively low levels of innovation

VULNERABILITY

Digitalization changes everything…



and is changing finance. 

Telecom Social platform Commercial platform Payment services Non-transactional financial services

Mobile Operators

New business models emerging in the global financial services ecosystem (illustrative)



So we need to change our perspective…. 
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Legend

ILLUSTRATIVE

Source: Accenture Research; Analysis as of 2017 

Internet access enabled mobile banking can create access to credit much faster, thereby 
enabling economic activity

Smart agriculture can help increase yield up to 900 kg/ha in 2030

E-health solutions expected to transform healthcare delivery, e.g. via remote access with up 
to 1.6 bn users in 2030

E-learning solutions expected to transform education delivery, e.g. up to 450 mn e-learning 
degrees in 2030

Internet access can increase combined GDP by women’s employment by $13-18 bn; Big 
data can be used to customize banking products to capitalize on this value created

Smart water management can reduce global water consumption by 15%

Smart energy management, e.g. smart grids with predictive analytics can enable >1.3 bn 
MWh savings in 2030

Broadband penetration can lead up to 1.38% GDP growth, e.g. via reduced resource 
requirements

IoT and smart manufacturing and logistics can collectively enable $9.82 bn of cost savings

Mobile devices can connect up to 2.5 bn additional people mainly in developing regions and 
LDCs in 2030; they can also help track and trace performance of green financial assets

Smart building and smart city mobility alone enable 5% CO2 emissions savings in 2030

Smart agriculture can lead to 20% food waste savings in 2030

Financial assets like “Climate Coins” and Green Bonds can enable investments in sustainable 
ventures, reducing GHG footprint

Smart conservation solutions funded by crowd sourced platforms/micro-lending sites 
could already improve preservation of 32% of the world’s coastal areas

Smart agriculture can save up to 251 tn liters of water in 2030

E-government can help make participation more accessible, affordable and transparent

Connectivity can help leverage technology and the use of ICT is expected to drive 
partnerships

Financial 
Services 
Impact

Digital 
Transformation 

Potential* Digital Impact Highlight*SDG Title (short version by UN) Accenture research shows that a 
majority of the 17 SDGs will be 
significantly impacted by digital 
innovation, advances in Financial 
Services, or both. As the pace of the 
digitalization of finance speeds up, 
ensuring linkages with other 
sectors will better catalyze 
significant transformation across 
the SDGs

Positive/negative impact (potential):

High Medium Low

Transformation potential:

Some

Some/ substantial

Substantial

High/substantial

to address the enormity problems we are trying to solve. 

* Across Sectors



The Secretary-General’s Task Force on

the Digital Financing of the SDGs  
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“ The Task Force on Digital 
Financing of the Sustainable 
Development Goals will provide 
leadership to harness the digital 
revolution. It will strive to unlock 
the powerful innovative and 
sustainable financing needed to 
achieve the sustainable 
development goals and transform 
our world”

A message from the Secretary-General:

The 2030 Sustainable Development 
Agenda has a powerful vision, but we 
must ensure financing is sufficient. 
That means making creative use of 
digital technologies that are 
revolutionizing the financial markets. 
This Task Force will point the way 
forward.

Please see here for the full press release from the Secretary General

Click on the picture for a direct link to the video

https://digitalfinancingtaskforce.org/a-message-from-the-secretary-general/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/SG-Financing-Strategy_Sep2018.pdf
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Private funding and private capital hold 
great potential for growth, yet only 
about 10% of current infrastructure 
investments come from the private 
sector

The SDGs currently have a $2.5 trillion annual funding gap

Estimated annual investment needed and potential private sector 
contribution for developing countries (Trillion USD)

3.9

1.4

2.5

• The private sector is forecasted to contribute only 36% of the $2.5T investment gap in the business as usual scenario
• There is an implied 9 fold increase in public sector funding requirements if the current scenario does not change 

0.9

Private sector

Other sources

0.9

Sources of financing

Banks

Official Development 
Assistance

Private sector

Governments

Source: Action plan for investment in SDGs (Link)

Please note: Most recent funding gap data is from the UNCTAD World Investment Report 2014
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Households

https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/osg2015d3_en.pdf


We can approach the problem through four different 

input areas
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Finance-Led

Positive/ 
negative 
impacts

Challenges, 
risks, and 

recommended 
actions

1B. Sustainable Development1A. Digitalization of Finance

Technology-Led

SDG-Led

SDG Barriers-Led

Lack of 
instruments 

Cost of 
delays

Lack of Capital 
Market innovation

Aid targets not 
being met

High debt 
burden

Blockchain

Artificial Intelligence

Internet of Things

Hybrid Cloud

Robotics 

Big Data 

Value from 

digital 

technologies

Quality of life

Inclusive and 

equitable growth

Protecting the 

environment

Finance 
Instruments

Finance 
Ecosystem 

Finance Functions 
and Products



Or, we can frame our analysis on the impacts on the individual, 

the economy and society

ExternalitiesInnovation
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• How will innovation impact society as a whole? For better or for worse?

• What are the externalities from digitalization and will they prove beneficial or 
detrimental to the SDGs?

• How can 
digitalization 
influence 
behavior and 
power 
dynamics?

• How does 
digitalization 
change the 
status quo?

• How do 
regulators and 
other governing 
bodies respond?

• What 
efficiencies can 
be gained?  And 
at what cost?

How do these themes intersect and inform one another?
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www.digitalfinancingtaskforce.org
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http://www.digitalfinancingtaskforce.org/

